
Robert Smith 
Web Developer Intern

PERSONAL STATEMENT

One year of experience as a Web Developer. Seeking a position as a 
Chemist where I would be able to utilize my skills, knowledge, and 
experience to overcome challenges and problem solving tasks Chemistry & 
Laboratory skills UC Riverside Skilled and knowledgeable in five different 
branches of chemistry including organic, inorganic, analytical, 
biochemistry, and physical Work in analytical, inorganic, physical and 
organic labs and successfully completed required task.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Web Developer Intern
ABC Corporation -   November 2015 – May 2016 

Responsibilities:

 Responsibilities developed web applications for lighting services using 
html5, css3, javascript, ajax, Reactjs, redux.

 Apply wireframes into web-based applications and adjust designs based
on feedback.

 Collaborating with Tridonics IOT team product managers, engineers, QA-
team and selected customers to constantly update, tweak and improve 
a live web interface in the case to deliver high-quality web applications.

 Designing modular non-monolithic UIs that can easily be re-purposed, 
skinned and localized.

 Responsible for creating responsive web pages for easy reading and 
navigation with a minimum resizing, panning, and scrolling.

 Building components that manage their own state, then compose them 
to make complex UI as per requirement.

 Using a CSS extension tool sass for variables, nesting, mixins, and 
selector inheritance.

Software Design Engineer
ABC Corporation -   January 2015 – October 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Microsoft is one of the largest manufacturers and sellers of computer 
and mobile operating systems.

 It is also one of the largest software manufacturers of office 
applications, web browsers, mobile operating systems, mobile and 
desktop applications for commercial and retails business lines.

 Microsoft is also one of the leading providers of cloud services for data 
storage &amp; computing.

 Responsibilities extensively coded user interactive (UI) web applications
using html5, javascript, css3, jquery, Emberjs participate in design 
discussions for web application UI parameterized CSS coding for the 
variable theme, color, font, and page layouts.

 Designing &amp; developing screen transitions through user clicks 
develop pages for unified application experience independent of device 
create web pages for cross-browser compatibility standard UX practices 
for accessibility, high-contrast standard UX practices for localization and
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SKILLS

Strong Attention To 
Details, Disciplined, 
Careful and Focused, 
Advanced In Microsoft 
Office: Word, PowerPoint 
And Excel Intermediate 
In Windows XP, Windows
7 and Windows 8 Open 
To Relocating For The 
Right Opportunity If 
Necessary.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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globalization capable of coding for various screen sizes - 4 - 7 inch using
bootstrap collaborate with business managers and software design 
engineers to understand and structure UI designs and layouts.

 Understand and capable of using powerful command fewer tools of git 
such as source tree create responsive web pages for easy reading and 
navigation with a minimum resizing, panning, and scrolling.

 Use jquery and Emberjs to make the HTML and CSS interact with the 
javascript functions to add dynamic data to the web pages at the client 
side.

Education

Bachelor Of Science in Chemistry - (University OF California - 
Riverside, CA)Diploma - (Centennial High School - Corona, CA)B.S. in 
Computer Science - 1998(University Of West Florida - Portland, FL)
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